Abstract. Recently, the data stream, which is an unbounded sequence of data elements generated at a rapid rate, provides a dynamic environment for collecting data sources. It is likely that the embedded knowledge in a data stream will change quickly as time goes by. Therefore, catching the recent trend of data is an important issue when mining frequent itemsets from data streams. Although the sliding window model proposed a good solution for this problem, the appearing information of the patterns within the sliding window has to be maintained completely in the traditional approach. In this paper, for estimating the approximate supports of patterns within the current sliding window, two data structures are proposed to maintain the average time stamps and frequency changing points of patterns, respectively. The experiment results show that our approach will reduce the run-time memory usage significantly. Moreover, the proposed FCP algorithm achieves high accuracy of mining results and guarantees no false dismissal occurring.
Introduction
The strategies for mining frequent itemsets in static databases have been widely studied over the last decade such as the Apriori [1] , DHP [3] , and FP-growth [2] . Recently, the data stream, which is an unbounded sequence of data elements generated at a rapid rate, provides a dynamic environment for collecting data sources. It is considered that the main restrictions of mining data streams include scanning the data in one pass and performing the mining within a limited memory usage.
Since it is not feasible to store the past data in data streams completely, a method for providing the approximate answers with accuracy guarantees is required. Lossycounting is the representative approach for mining frequent itemsets from data streams [7] . Given an error tolerance parameter ε, the Lossy-counting algorithm prunes the patterns with support being less than ε from the pool of monitored patterns such that the required memory usage is reduced. Consequently, the frequency of a pattern is estimated by compensating the maximum number of times that the pattern could have occurred before being inserted into the monitored patterns. It is proved no false dismissal occurs with Lossy-counting algorithm and the frequency error is guaranteed not to exceed a given error tolerance parameter. The hash-based approach was proposed in [4] , in which each item in a data stream owns a respective list of counters in a hash table, and each counter may be shared by many items. A new novel algorithm, called hCount, was provided to maintain frequent items over a data stream and support both insertion and deletion of items with a less memory space.
Although the restriction of memory usage was considered in the two works introduced previously, the time sensitivity issue is another important issue when mining frequent itemsets from data streams. It is likely that the embedded knowledge in a data stream will change quickly as time goes by. In order to catch the recent trend of data, the estDec algorithm [5] decayed the old occurrences of itemsets as time goes by to diminish the effect of old transactions on the mining result of frequent itemsets in the data steam.
The above approach provided time-sensitive mining for long-term data. However, in certain applications, it is interested only the frequent patterns mined from the recently arriving data within a fixed time period. The sliding window method [6] attempted to solve this problem, in which the current sliding window was defined to be the most recently coming W transactions in a data stream by a given window size W. Accordingly, the recently frequent itemsets were defined to be the frequent itemsets mined from the current sliding window. Meanwhile, the Loosy-counting strategy was applied to reduce the number of maintained patterns. Consequently, the processing of the sliding window approach is characterized into two phases: window initialization phase and window sliding phase. The window initialization phase is activated when the sliding window is not full. In this phase, the occurrences of patterns in a newly coming transaction are maintained in a lattice structure at each time point. After the sliding window has become full, the window sliding phase is activated. In addition to maintain the occurrence for the new transaction, the oldest transaction has to be removed from the sliding window. However, all the transactions in the current sliding window need to be maintained in order to remove their effects on the current mining result when they are beyond the scope in the window.
To prevent from storing the whole transaction data in current transaction window, two data representation methods, named average time stamps (ATS) and frequency changing points (FCP), respectively, are provided in this paper for monitoring the recent occurrence of itemsets in data streams. Moreover, a FP-tree-like data structure is adopted to store the monitored patterns for further reducing the memory usage. Accordingly, ATS and FCP algorithms are proposed for maintaining the corresponding monitoring data structures. The experimental results show that our approach will reduce the run-time memory usage significantly. Moreover, the proposed FCP algorithm achieves high accuracy of mining results and guarantees no false dismissal occurring.
This paper is organized as follows. The related terms used in this paper are defined in Section 2 first. The two provided methods for approximately monitoring recently frequent patterns in a data stream are introduced in Section 3 and Section 4, respectively. The performance evaluation on the proposed algorithms and a related work is reported in Section 5. Finally, in Section 6, we conclude this paper.
Preliminaries
Let I = {i 1 , i 2 , …, i m } denote the set of items in the specific application domain and a transaction be composed of a bucket of items inputted within a fixed time unit. A data stream, DS = [T 1 , T 2 , …, T t ), is an infinite sequence of transactions, where each transaction T i is associated with an time identifier i, and t denotes the time identifier of the latest transaction currently. Let the set of transactions in DS from time i to j be denoted as DS [i,j] 
Average Time Stamps Method

ATS Monitoring Data Structure
In our model of data streams, each transaction T i , has a corresponding time identifier i. For an itemset p contained in T i , i is named an appearing time stamp of p. The average time stamp(ATS) of an itemset p is the average of all the appearing time stamps of p from the first time p appears in the data stream.
In the ATS monitoring data structure, each entry maintains a 3-tuple (t s , f, sum) for its corresponding itemset p as described as the following. Consequently, the average time stamp of a pattern p, denoted as avg t (p), is obtained by performing p.sum / p.f.
ATS Algorithm
In the window initialization phase, for each newly coming transaction T t at time t, the work for maintaining T t in the ATS monitoring data structure is described as follows. For each subset p of T t , if the corresponding record is stored in the monitoring data structure, the record is updated to be: p.f= p.f+1 and p.sum= p.sum+t. Otherwise, a record for p is inserted into the data structure with p.f =1, p.t s = t and p.sum= t.
Similar to the window sliding phase proposed by [6] , in addition to append the new transaction, the first transaction in CTW t-1 has to be removed from the current transaction window. However, the transactions in CTW t-1 are not maintained in our approach. Instead, the average time stamps of itemsets are estimated according to the stored information. If p.t s < CTW t first and avg t (p) < p.t s +(CTW t first -p.t s )/2, it implies most of the occurrences of p are beyond the period of CTW t under the uniform distribution assumption. Therefore, such a pattern is pruned from the monitoring data structure. Otherwise, p is still active in CTW t and the corresponding record remains.
Moreover, in order to reduce the memory requirement, the records of recently infrequent patterns are pruned from the monitoring data structure every m time identifiers. The recent support of a pattern p is estimated according to the following equation:
----<2>
Based on the information cashed in the monitoring data structure, the structure is traversed to find all the patterns p with Rsup t (p) ≥ S min whenever needing to mine the recently frequent itemsets.
Frequency Changing Points Method
FCP Monitoring Data Structure
With the average time stamp method described in Section 
FCP Algorithm
In the window initialization phase, each subset p in a new transaction is appended into the FCP monitoring data structure (FCP_MDS). The maintained information of p includes its frequency changing points and the accumulated support counts between the changing points. The corresponding pseudo code is shown below. Similar to the ATS algorithm, the recently infrequent patterns are pruned periodically to avoid the monitoring data structure glowing huge. The recent support of a pattern is estimated also according to equation <1> and <2> defined in ATS method. Table 2 shows a sample of data stream. Suppose S min is set to be 0.5, ε is 0.25, and window size w is 10. Under the assumption that the infrequent patterns are pruned every 5 time identifiers, the process of constructing the monitoring data structure of frequency changing points is described as the following.
[Example 1]
From time t 1 to t 4 , there was not any frequency changing point occurring for those monitored patterns. The corresponding constructed monitoring data structure at t 4 is shown in Figure 1(a) . After that, time t 5 is a frequency changing point of AB. Thus, the changing point entry (5, 2) is appended into AB.Rqueue. After pruning the infrequent pattern D, whose estimated recent support is less than 0.2, the resultant monitoring data structure is shown in Figure 1(b) .Continuing the similar processing, the resultant monitoring data structure at t 10 after the patterns in T 10 have been appended into the data structure is shown in Figure 1(c) . Then the following process starting at t 11 changes into the window sliding phase. The values of p.t s and. p.f are going to be adjusted if p.t s is less than CTW t first . For example, after the patterns in T 12 are processed, both B.t s and AB.t s are less than CTW 12 first , and their corresponding Rqueues are not empty. By satisfying the third case among the three conditions of adjustment, B.t s is adjusted to be 5 and B.f= B.f -2. Similarly, AB.t s is set to be 5 and AB.f= AB.f-2. The obtained result is shown in Figure 1(d) . After the patterns in T 15 are appended to the monitoring data structure at time t 15 , the information of pattern B is adjusted. Then pattern AB is removed because the last time it appeared is out of the range of CTW 15 . After pruning the infrequent itemsets C, D, and AC, the monitoring data structure is shown as Figure 1(e) .From the result shown in Figure 1(e) , the recent supports of A, B, E, and AE are estimated to be 0.73(11/15=0.73), 0.3((2+1/10=0.3), 0.5(5/10=0.5), and 0.4(4/10 =0.4). Therefore, the discovered recent frequent patterns are A and E.
For compressing the FCP monitoring data structure in the implementation, the FPtree-like structure is adopted to store the 5-tuples of patterns. However, to prevent from two scans over the data set, the items in a transaction are sorted according to their alphanumeric order instead of their frequency-descending order. Moreover, the mining algorithm on FP-tree is performed on FCP_MDS to find all the patterns p with Rsup t (p)≥ S min on demand. 
Performance Study
The proposed algorithms and Sliding Window method (SW algorithm in short) [6] are implemented using Visual C++ 6.0. The TD_FP_Growth algorithm [8] is applied to discover recently frequent patterns from the FCP monitoring data structure. The experiments have been performed on a 3.4GHz Intel Pentium IV machine with 512 megabytes main memory and running Microsoft XP Professional. Moreover, the data sets are generated from the IBM data generator [1] , where each dataset simulates a data stream with a transaction coming within each time unit. In the first part of experiments, the false dismissal rates/ false alarm rates are measured to indicate the effectiveness of the proposed methods. Furthermore, the execution time and memory usage is measured in the second part of experiments to show the efficiency of the proposed FCP algorithm by comparing with the ones of SW algorithm. The results shown in Figure 2 (a) illustrates that all the recently frequent patterns are discovered and no false dismissal occurs in FCP algorithm. On the other hand, the false dismissal rate of ATS algorithm changes dramatically, it is indicated that its mining quality is unstable. The false alarm rates of the two proposed algorithm at various time points are shown in Figure 2(b) . It is reported that the false alarm rate of FCP algorithm is below 0.5%. Although the ATS algorithm has higher FAR, more than 88% of the mining results are accurate.
Moreover, the average support error defined in [7] is also used to model the relative accuracy of the proposed methods. The results show that ASEs(R FCP |R Apriori ) keeps under 3×10 -5 at different time points; ASEs(R FCP |R Apriori ) are less than 3×10 -3 but with variations from time to time.
[Experiment 2]. In this experiment, FCP and SW algorithms are compared on their accumulated execution time and maximum memory usage used for maintaining the monitored patterns (the mining time is not included). This experiment is performed on the dataset T5.I4D1000K with S min =0.01 and ε =0.005. When the window size is varied from 10000, 20000, to 30000, the results of accumulated execution time and maximum memory usage are shown in Figure 3(a) and 3(b) , respectively. Although the accumulated execution time increases as the window size is raised, the efficiency of FCP algorithm is comparable to the one of SW algorithm. In contrast with SW algorithm, the memory usage of FCP is significantly reduced without being sensitive to the window size. Moreover, it verifies that FCP is feasible for the streaming environment with a small memory. By varying the setting of ε, Figure 3(c) and 3(d) show the results of accumulated execution time and maximum memory usage, respectively. It is indicated that the execution time of FCP is not sensitive to ε. In addition, the maximum memory usage of FCP keeps steady, which is limited within 15 MB. 
Conclusion
In this paper, the average time stamps and frequency changing points are proposed, respectively, to represent the summarization of occurrences of recent patterns. Consequently, ATS and FCP algorithms are designed for maintaining the corresponding FPtree-like monitoring data structures according to the newly coming transaction. Besides, the effect of old transactions on the mining result of recent frequent itemsets is diminished by performing pruning rules on the monitoring data structures without needing to keep the whole transactions in the current sliding window physically. From the monitoring data structure, the recently frequent patterns are discovered efficiently at any time. Finally, the experimental results demonstrate that the proposed FCP algorithm achieves high accuracy for approximating the supports of recently frequent patterns and guarantees no false dismissal occurring. Not only the execution time of FCP is acceptable under various parameters setting, but also the memory usage of FCP is significantly reduced by comparing with the one of SW algorithm. It demonstrates that FCP is a stable and feasible algorithm for mining recently frequent patterns in the streaming environment with a small memory.
